We have studied by muon spin resonance (µSR) the helical ground state and fluctuating chiral phase recently observed in the MnGe chiral magnet. At low temperature, the muon polarization shows double period oscillations at short time scales. Their analysis, akin to that recently developed for MnSi [A. Amato et al., Phys. Rev. B 89, 184425 (2014)], provides an estimation of the field distribution induced by the Mn helical order at the muon site. The refined muon position agrees nicely with ab initio calculations. With increasing temperature, an inhomogeneous fluctuating chiral phase sets in, characterized by two well separated frequency ranges which coexist in the sample. Rapid and slow fluctuations, respectively associated with short range and long range ordered helices, coexist in a large temperature range below TN=170 K. We discuss the results with respect to MnSi, taking the short helical period, metastable quenched state and peculiar band structure of MnGe into account.
I. INTRODUCTION
Spin fluctuations in itinerant systems have attracted strong attention since the pioneering work of Moriya 1 , providing a unified theory for the Curie-Weiss dependence of the spin susceptibility. Such fluctuations, either thermal or quantum, are usually precursor of a transition towards a magnetically ordered ground state. In critical phenomena, low energy fluctuations of the order parameter, extending over increasing length scales, yield a second order transition obeying Ginsburg-Landau universality laws. According to the Brazovskii scenario 2 , such a second order phase transition could be avoided if the fluctuations are strong enough, the system evading the associated entropy by undergoing a first order transition without any divergence of the correlation length.
In B20 itinerant chiral magnets like MnSi, FeGe or MnGe, the crucial role of the spin fluctuations appears already in the ground state, when applied pressure induces a first order quantum transition from the ordered helical state to a non Fermi liquid state with partial magnetic order, involving chiral fluctuations of local magnetic moments [3] [4] [5] [6] . At finite temperature and under magnetic field, an intermediate chiral phase (also called fluctuation disordered regime) is stabilized between the ordered and paramagnetic phases. The nature of this phase has been discussed in the literature. One explanation invokes chiral mesophases in analogy with chiral nematics, including disordered of liquid phases composed of skyrmionic double twisted or multiply twisted spin textures [5] [6] [7] [8] . Another scenario assumes fluctuating helices 9, 10 with finite lengthscale, isotropically distributed in space, and a fluctuation induced first order transition 11 as explained by Brazovskii universality 2 . The chiral fluctuations could be the source of soft modes, stabilizing a skyrmion lattice phase in MnSi and FeGe just below the ordering transition 4, 9, 12 . In this series, MnGe stands out as a highly topical magnet, still poorly understood. Synthesized under high pressure and temperature 13 , MnGe exists in metastable and powdered state only. The strong exchange interaction yields a high transition temperature (T N = 170 K) and ordered Mn moment m 0 = m ord (T → 0) = 1.8(1) µ B 14 , whereas the strong spin orbit coupling results in the shortest helix pitch (29Å at low temperature) of the B20 series 15 . Giant topological Hall effect (THE) and Nernst effect 16, 17 make MnGe promising for spintronic applications. In bulk MnGe in zero field, an helical multi-domain ground state was inferred from magnetic neutron diffraction, although a more complex ground state involving a cubic lattice of skyrmions and anti-skyrmions was also proposed to account for the THE 18 . With increasing temperature, a fluctuating inhomogeneous chiral phase settles in, extending over an exceptionally broad temperature range T N ± 70 K. Fluctuations below T N are a unique feature in the B20 series where they usually extend over a few degrees above T N .
In MnGe, these fluctuations, revealed by a broad susceptibility peak versus temperature, were studied by neutron diffraction and Mössbauer spectroscopy 19, 20 . These measurements suggest a qualitative picture of the chiral inhomogeneties. Below T N , long range ordered (LRO) helices coexist with short range ordered (SRO) fluctuating ones. Above T N the static LRO helices disappear but SRO helices remain. Ferromagnetic correlations persist up to about 250 K, with a coherence length below the typical helical wavelength. Low field magnetic irreversibilities are seen even above, up to 300 K at least, showing that some sort of slow dynamics coexists with rapid spin fluctuations deeply in the paramagnetic regime.
The nature and origin of the spin fluctuations in MnGe and the intrinsic inhomogenetity of its chiral order are matter of debate. The peculiar band structure of MnGe yields three possible states for the Mn moment, namely High Spin, Low Spin and Zero Spin (called HS, LS and ZS respectively) 21 , which can be stabilized depending on the interatomic distance. Therefore, the transition between spin states can be driven by an applied pressure. High pressure neutron diffraction 14 shows that the collapse of the ordered Mn moment in the ground state occurs in two steps, around 7 GPa and above 13 GPa respectively. X ray data measured up to 30 GPa 22 suggest that the same scenario is at play for the local moment in the paramagnetic phase at 300 K. Altogether, the pressure data suggest a first order transition line between HS and LS states, stabilized in a very large T range. This scenario yields a possible route for unconventional invar-like spin fluctuations, needed to accommodate HS and LS regions with different specific volumes.
We have investigated MnGe by µSR. At low temperature (T = 10 K) when the frozen helical order is stabilized, we observe a complex oscillating asymmetry as in MnSi 23 . Following Ref. 23 , we account for it by calculating the distribution of dipolar fields at the muon sites. Our analysis allows us to identify the muon stopping site in good agreement with an ab initio model and to determine the contact field on the muon site. With increasing temperature we use µSR to probe the spin fluctuations at a longer time scale (10 −6 s) than the Mössbauer (10 −8 s) or neutron (10 −11 to 10 −12 s) probes. We deduce from our results the fluctuating fraction and relaxation rate versus temperature, describing the spin dynamics of the chiral fluctuations over a broad temperature range (10-300 K) and time window. The whole results are discussed with respect to the model MnSi case.
II. EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS
Polycrystalline MnGe was synthesized under 8 GPa in a toroidal high-pressure apparatus by melting reaction with Mn and Ge. The purity of the constituents was 99.9% and 99.999% for Mn and Ge respectively.
The pellets of well-mixed powdered constituents were placed in rock-salt pipe ampoules and then directly electrically heated to T ≃ 1600
• C. Then the sample was quenched to room temperature before releasing the applied pressure 13 . The sample was the same as for the neutron experiments of Ref. 14, 19 . For the purpose of the µSR experiment it was sintered in a pellet of 13 mm diameter and 2 mm thickness, wrapped in a thin Al foil and placed in a silver sample holder. The µSR experiments were performed on the GPS instrument at the Paul Scherrer Institut (PSI, Villigen, Switzerland), in the temperature range 10 K-300 K. In order too study the spin fluctuations we used longitudinal field µSR (LF-µSR) in a small field of 20 G to decouple the contribution of nuclear dipolar fields 24 . Measurements at selected temperatures in the range 1.5 ≤ T ≤ 115 K were performed with a shorter time window (5 µs) and high statistics to extract the polarization oscillations induced by the helical order. Transverse field measurements (TF-µSR) were performed above 170 K and the frequency shift was compared with the bulk magnetization to evaluate the contact field at the muon site in the paramagnetic region. To measure the magnetization, we used the same sample batch, magnetic field value (0.4 T) and cooling procedure as for the TF-µSR.
III. RESULTS AND ANALYSIS
A. Helical order at low temperature
The helical magnetic structure of MnGe is shown in Fig 1. The asymmetry of the positron emission, reflecting the time dependence of the muon polarization, recorded at low temperature (10 K) with high statistics clearly exhibits an oscillating behaviour with double frequency (Fig. 2) . This oscillatory part of the muon polarization can be associated to the precession of the muon in the field distribution D(B loc ) induced by the helical order through In a first step, P (t) was fitted by the following analytical expression, similar to that discussed in Eq. 17 of Ref. 23 , which catches the essential features of the field distribution sensed by the muon where A 0 = A(t → 0) is the effective initial asymmetry, b=0.007 is a temperature-independent background, J 0 a Bessel function of the first kind and ψ a phase term. B av and ∆B are respectively the average field and width of the field distribution at the muon site.
The two terms of the sum stem from the powder nature of the sample. Assuming random orientation of the helical domains and of the corresponding fields at the muon sites, in average 2/3 of the implanted muons precesses around a field perpendicular to their spin, whereas 1/3 of them experience a field along the initial muon polarization and do not precess. The relaxation rates λ a and λ b reflect as usual static or dynamic effects, which will be discussed in details in the next section by considering the full time scale. As in MnSi, the muon is assumed to stop at the Wyckoff position 4a of the space group P2 1 3: I, located on the threefold rotation axis and the equivalent II, III and IV linked by this rotation (see Tab. I). This will be justified below by ab initio calculations. According to neutron diffraction data for MnGe, the helical order propagates along [001] (or equivalent) direction, and not [111] as found in MnSi. Therefore, in contrast to MnSi where the muon site 4a-I experiences a narrower field distribution than the others, the four muon sites are magnetically equivalent in MnGe, each of them feeling basically the same local field distribution.
The width of the field distribution ∆B stems from the variation of the Mn moment direction from one cell to another induced by the helical order. A distance equivalent to the helical wavelength λ H = 2 π/|k| where k is the wavevector of the helix is necessary to recover the same local magnetic environment at a muon site. It corresponds to about 6 unit cells for MnGe and 40 unit cells for MnSi.
As shown in Fig. 2 , Eq. 2 yields a good fit of the experimental asymmetry. The fast Fourrier transform (FFT) of the fitted curve, plotted in Fig. 3 , shows the experimental distribution of internal fields deduced from this analysis. Following Ref. 23 , this distribution can be approximated by a a shifted Overhauser function
where B av = (B max + B min )/2 and ∆B = (B max − B min )/2, with B min and B max the respective minimum and maximum cutoff values of the local field distribution. The peak width of the experimental field distribution arises from the limited time window of the FFT and the disorder inherent to the magnetic structure.
In a second step, the parameters of the field distribution were refined by performing a numerical calculation of the local field B loc at the muon site. The method we used for determining B loc in MnGe is explained in full details in Appendix A. For the sake of simplicity, we reproduce here the main steps only.
For a given R µ vector joining the muon site to a Mn ion, the total field is defined as
where B dip and B cont are the dipolar and contact field respectively. The dipolar field can be expressed as
where the lattice sums C dip and S dip are performed over a sphere of radius greatly overcoming the helical wavelength (involving typically 10 6 unit cells) and δ =2πk·R µ can take all values between 0 and 2π for an incommensurate structure, simulating all possible local environments along the spin helices for the muon. The contact field B cont can be expressed as
where A cont is the contact coupling constant, N = 3 the number of Mn ions nearest neighbors of the muon and m i their magnetic moment -xµ) 1
(
where m ord is the ordered moment, a and b being unit base vectors of the cubic unit cell and the minus sign accounting for the left handedness of the magnetic spirals of MnGe 25 . The phase term ϕ = 2πk · R ij , where R ij is a Mn-Mn vector, allows calculating the relative orientation of the Mn moments in the (a, b)-plane, perpendicular to the helical wavevector k. Such an approach yields large canting angle between neighboring Mn ions in MnGe (≃ 30
• between site 4a-I and 4a-II), as expected by the strong spin orbit coupling, while this angle is extremely small in MnSi (≃ 2
• ). Weak antiferromagnetic modes induced the Dzyaloshinskii-Moriya interaction, considered theoretically in Refs. 26,27, could lead to small out-ofplane tilts of the magnetic moments. They have not been detected yet by neutron diffraction and their existence would not change the conclusions of this paper.
The harmonic approximation of Eq. 7 leads to the same dependence for the dipolar and contact contributions at the muon site, namely
Inserting Eq. 7 in Eq. 6 allows calculating the vectorial sums C cont and S cont , performed over three Mn near neighbors of the muon site (their coordinates are given in Tab. I).
Experimentally, the distribution of local fields at the muon site D(B loc ) can be accessed through the real part of a Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) of the early time zero field µSR (ZF-µSR) signal (see Eq. 1). The result obtained at 10 K is shown in Fig. 3a and compared with the FFT of the fit of Eq. 3 to the data.
In order to check the origin of the derived spectrum, mainly composed of two maxima, we have computed the expected D(B loc ) in MnGe by setting the magnetic and crystal parameters from the neutron data 14,15 measured on the same sample at the same temperature (T = 10 K), namely the lattice constant a = 4.769Å, the fractional coordinate of the Mn ions x = 0.138 r.l.u., the helical wavelength λ H = 28.7Å and the ordered Mn magnetic moment m ord = 1.83 µ B . For these values, the local field distribution is calculated by sampling 10 4 values of δ, and optimized by a stepwise variation of the muon site coordinate x µ and the value of the contact coupling constant A cont . The contact contribution to the total field is found to be about twice as large as the dipolar one and it has opposite sign.
In Fig. 3b , we plot the calculated D(B loc ) which is in excellent agreement with the experimental one. In ad- dition, we display a simulation of the expected ZF-µSR signal, generated by using the calculated D(B loc ) and considering the limited time frame, as well as the observed fast damping of the measured asymmetry induced by the disorder inherent to the magnetic structure (λ a term in Eq. 2). These combined effects lead to a broad- ening of the Fourier transform, nicely reproducing the experimental spectrum (Fig. 3b) . In summary, we find the same field distribution for the 4 muon sites, which is quite close to the Overhauser function (Fig. 3c) . The agreement between the calculated distribution and the experimental one deduced by FFT of the µSR signal is very sensitive to the position of the muon site and the value of the coupling constant. We find only one couple of parameters optimizing both the width and average value for the field distribution (Fig.  4) , with values x µ = 0.543 and A cont = -0.591 T.µ
The average field and field distribution are respectively B= 0.808(6) T and ∆B= 0.340(5) T.
The position of the muon site was estimated independently by ab initio calculation as for MnSi 28 . Details of the calculations for MnGe are given in Appendix B. The 6 × 6 × 6 grid used to sample the interstitial space associated with the unit cell volume (Fig. 5a ) reduces to only one interstitial position that corresponds to a candidate muon site having fractional coordinates (x µ ,x µ ,x µ ) with x µ = 0.554 in the unit cell. This value compares well with the experimental value x µ = 0.543 deduced from the analysis of our ZF-µSR data. The output of the structural relaxation showing the muon site with respect to Mn and Ge ones is shown in Fig. 5b . Asymmetry patterns, recorded at selected temperatures, have been analyzed with the same procedure (example spectra are displayed in Fig. 6a ). With increasing temperature, the ordered magnetic moment strongly decreases whereas the propagation vector increases, and these temperature variations are known precisely from neutron diffraction 14, 19 . The average field on the muon site is proportional to the ordered Mn moment (Fig. 6b) , which confirms the validity of the analysis.
B. Spin fluctuations and phase separation
With increasing temperature, the decrease of the ordered helical moment is associated with the onset of strong spin fluctuations, as MnGe enters the inhomogeneous fluctuating chiral phase. The time dependence of the asymmetry, recorded in a 20 G longitudinal field, is shown in Fig. 7 (a, b) for temperatures above and below T N respectively. At 10 K, a fast depolarization occurs due to the helical order, so that the effective initial asymmetry A 0 = A(t → 0) falls down to one third of the total asymmetry A tot = 0.245, measured well above T N . Upon heating, A 0 starts increasing around 100 K, when a fluctuating paramagnetic fraction starts coexisting with the ordered one. In order to account for the phase separation between frozen (LRO) helices and fluctuating (SRO) ones 19 , the following functional form was fitted to the long time tail of the µSR spectra (t > 0.1 µs) at each temperature
where 1 − f and f are the volume fractions of the long range ordered and short range ordered phases and λ s and λ f the corresponding relaxation rates, associated with slow and fast relaxations respectively. b is a small temperature independent background arising from the muons falling into the sample holder, which was measured and subsequently fixed to 7 · 10 −3 . In Eq. 9, one neglects the oscillations at short times (t < 0.1 µs) discussed in Sec. III A. As shown in Fig. 7 , good fits were obtained in the whole temperature range. The temperature dependence of the volume fraction f and relaxation rates λ s and λ f is displayed in Fig. 8 . The volume fraction associated with the fast relaxation is in good qualitative agreement with the paramagnetic fraction deduced from published Mössbauer data 19 . Below 100 K, the latter becomes very small (f → 0) and the associated relaxation rate λ f becomes less reliable. However, the persistence of magnetic fluctuations down to the lowest temperatures is shown by the observation of a finite value for λ s (see inset of Fig.  8 ).
Instead of a discrete relaxation spectrum composed of two well-defined rates, we alternatively considered a broad distribution of independent relaxation channels, as considered for instance in spin glasses [29] [30] [31] , superparamagnetic particles 32, 33 or some frustrated pyrochlore magnets [34] [35] [36] . In such case the asymmetry can be described by a continuous sum of exponential decays, usually modeled as a stretched exponential
where λ * is the characteristic muon relaxation rate, β a stretching exponent and b is defined as explained above. Note that the effective initial asymmetry A 0 is now refined, as opposed to A tot which was fixed in Eq. 9. This choice allows focusing on the spin dynamics of the system only by filtering out the fast decay of the measured asymmetry induced by the magnetic order at low temperature. Fitting Eq. 10 to the data in the range 50 ≤ T ≤ 280 K yields an equally good statistical agreement as compared with the two fractions model. The parameters derived from this procedure are displayed in Fig. 9a and 9b .
The thermal evolution of A 0 is known to be very sensitive to the onset of long-range magnetic order 37 . Indeed, in MnGe, A 0 is found to saturate at a value A 0 (T > T N ) = A tot = 0.245 above T N and to drop to about one third of this value in a 70 K interval below T N , in perfect agreement with neutron diffraction results of Ref. 19 . In order to describe the overall muon relaxation spectrum described by Eq. 10, we follow the procedure detailed in Ref. 38 where the probability distribution function P (λ) is introduced and defined as
Since 0.5 ≤ β ≤ 1 (see inset of Fig. 9b ), λ * can be regarded as an accurate estimate of the median of P (λ, β) in the whole temperature range. We thus retain this value as representative of the probed physics and will use it in our evaluation of the electronic spin fluctuation frequencies (Sec. IV). For the sake of completeness, we display calculated P (λ, β) in Fig. 9c , allowing to follow the evolution of the shape of the relaxation spectrum as a function of temperature. While broadened spectra are observed up to about 220 K, a Dirac δ function -corresponding to a single frequency spectrum-is recovered at higher temperatures, when magnetic correlations are becoming small with respect to the thermal energy.
As a partial conclusion, we stress that irrespective of the model used to describe the long time LF-µSR spectra, our data strongly indicates that spin fluctuations are surviving deep inside the magnetically ordered phase, at odds with other known cubic Dzyaloshinskii-Moriya helimagnets.
C. Transverse field measurements in the paramagnetic regime
In a magnetic field H perpendicular to its initial momentum, the muon spin precesses with a frequency ν related to the susceptibility of the bulk material. A typical spectrum measured in MnGe in the paramagnetic regime with a field of 0.4 T is shown in the inset of Fig. 10 . The frequency shift ν 0 − ν with respect to the frequency ν 0 = 54.2 MHz in the Ag sample holder can be expressed as
where the local field
involves terms corresponding to the applied, contact, dipolar, Lorentz and demagnetizing fields respectively, which must be averaged over all orientations. Due to this average, the contribution of the dipolar term cancels, and the contact term reduces to B cont = A cont χ M H, where χ M is the isotropic susceptibility of a MnGe mole of volume V M , and A cont is the isotropic average of the hyperfine contact tensor. The demagnetizing and Lorentz fields are respectively equal to B dem = −4π N χM VM H and B Lor = 4π 3 χM VM H. As shown in Fig. 10 , the temperature dependence of the µSR shift compares well with that of the macroscopic susceptibility. Assuming a demagnetization factor corresponding to the shape of the sintered pellet used in our experiment (N ≃ 0.8), we obtain a contact coupling constant A cont = −0.45(11) T.µ 
IV. DISCUSSION
The origin of multiple frequency oscillations in µSR spectra is usually ascribed to magnetic unequivalent muon stopping sites, as it occurs for instance in Cu 2 OSeO 3 helical magnet 39, 40 . An alternative explanation previously proposed in MnSi considers the formation of a spin-polaron state, made by a localized electron state mediating ferromagnetic interactions with the neighbouring magnetic ions, and inducing two different states for the muon 41 . Here we can exclude the presence of crystallographic unequivalent muon sites. The two frequency asymmetry observed in ZF-µSR is attributed to the field distribution on a given muon site induced by the helical order, and the approach of Ref. 23 in MnSi single crystal is supported in MnGe with polycrystalline form, shorter helical period, higher moment, and different local symmetry induced by the propagation vector. In MnGe, the magnetic environment of the Mn neighbors is also far from the ferromagnetic droplet required to localize an electron, because of the large canting between near neighbor Mn moments.
In contrast with MnSi where the site 4a I merely experiences a unique field, in MnGe the four 4a Wickoff sites occupied by the muon feel the same field distribution. The fitted position of the muon site x µ = 0.543 compares well with the value x µ = 0.554 deduced from ab initio model. At low temperature (T ≪ T N ) the average field and width of the field distribution in MnGe can be compared with the values relative to the sites II, III, and IV in MnSi (see Tab II 
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MnSi av ∼ 5), roughly reflecting the ratio of dipolar contributions m ord /a 3 ∼ 4. On the other hand, the relative widths of the field distributions η = ∆B/B av are only slightly different, namely η MnGe /η MnSi ≃ 1.15. Indeed, if we would expect measuring a broader local field distribution for a magnetic structure having a longer periodicity, we must also account for the different ordered moment values. This implies a scaling of the form η ∝ 1/(m ord · λ H ) which, given the material-specific parameters in Tab. II, yields η MnGe /η MnSi ≃ 1.37 in agreement with the experimental value.
The dominant contribution to the local field measured by ZF-µSR is played by the contact term, which amounts to twice the contribution of the dipolar term. As for B ) is slightly smaller, but entailed by a large error bar due to the uncertainty on the demagnetization factor for a powdered sample.
The time dependence of the asymmetry in the full time window reflects the spin fluctuations in the inhomogeneous chiral phase. Assuming a dynamical phase separation in MnGe, µSR probes two different electronic relaxation rates for the Mn moments, reflected in typical values of the muon relaxation rates differing by more than an order of magnitude. The phase ratio between the slow and fast fluctuating fractions can be compared with the ratio of "frozen" to "paramagnetic" fractions deduced from Mössbauer spectroscopy. The latter probes a shorter and narrower time window (10 −7 s to 10 −9 s) than µSR, but the qualitative agreement is very good. A more phenomonological description, assuming a broad distribution of frequencies with a shape evolving with temperature (as traced by the change of stretching exponent β(T ) in Fig. 9c) , is also compatible with the µSR data, and it might explain why in the Mössbauer spectroscopy with narrow time window, one does not observe any relaxing behavior.
Altogether, fast and slow spin fluctuations can coexist over a temperature range extended by the muon probe to about 50-250 K, a huge range with respect to other chiral magnets. We relate the slow dynamics to LRO helices and the fast one to SRO helices or ferromagnetic correlations (namely incomplete helices), recalling that both have been observed, coexisting in the same temperature range, by neutron diffraction 19 and small-angle scattering 20 . We tentatively attribute the origin of this magnetic inhomogeneities in a chemically pure compound to the peculiar MnGe band structure and quenched state, inducing metastable low spin states in a dominant high spin state.
In the paramagnetic regime, in the limit of fast fluctua-tions, the muon relaxation rate λ is related to the typical electronic spin fluctuation frequency ν f by
where B 2 is the second moment of the distribution of fluctuating field experienced by the muons 24 . In the simplest case, the random fluctuations of the magnetic moments well above T N yield an average field B = 0 and a width of the field distribution B 2 ≃ B 2 av , where B av ≃ 0.8 T is the internal field measured at low temperature. This yields a typical frequency of the fluctuations ν f ∼ 2.5 THz at 300 K, a frequency range which could be probed e.g. by inelastic neutron scattering. With decreasing temperature, the increase of λ f (Fig. 8b) or λ * (Fig. 9b) reflects the slowing down of the fluctuations when approaching the transition. The evolution of the fluctuation frequency derived from Eq. 14 is illustrated in Fig. 11 . In the paramagnetic regime, ν f is a monotonously increasing function of temperature (Fig.  11a) . Below T N , the µSR signal becomes quickly dominated by the growing ordered fraction within the sample. In order to get deeper insight into the critical dynamics of MnGe, one should use space-resolved techniques which allows determining the Q-dependence of the relaxation spectrum in contrast to local probes such as µSR or Mössbauer where all length scales contribute to the signal. Conversely, in the ordered regime at low temperature, the residual fluctuations probed by the muon in an almost static distribution of internal fields can be modeled by the dynamical Kubo-Toyabe function which, in the slow hopping limit, extrapolates to
where ν s is the characteristic spin fluctuation frequency within the ordered phase. Neglecting the oscillations at short times, the long time tail of the LF-µSR spectra indeed show a residual slope with respect to the 1/3-plateau. Estimating ν s via (i) a direct fit of Eq. 15 to the data, (ii) λ s (= 3/2 ν s ) in Eq. 9 or (iii) λ * in Eq. 10 offers a perfect correspondence, as illustrated in Fig. 11b . These slow fluctuations, inaccessible to the Mössbauer and neutron probes, could correspond to thermally activated lock-in and unlock-in processes for the helices.
V. CONCLUSION
The distribution of internal fields probed by µSR in MnGe is qualitatively similar to that in MnSi, and quantitatively explained by its peculiar helical order, with shorter helical pitch, higher Mn moment and different propagation vector. As in MnSi, we identify a unique Wyckoff site for the muon. Our analysis therefore supports the helical order as a direct origin of a double frequency time variation of the asymmetry for both compounds, without need to invoke either a spin polaron state or multiple muon sites. The main anomaly of MnGe lies in the inhomogeneous fluctuating chiral phase, which can be studied by the µSR technique. Considering a two-phase system or a broad relaxation spectrum yields, in both cases, spin dynamics in a large frequency range. Slow and fast spin fluctuations are found to coexist within a large temperature interval, extended by the muon probe to about 50-250 K, in stark contrast with other chiral magnets where fluctuations are usually confined nearby T N . Altogether, the range of fluctuations probed by the muon extends from the THz regime at 300 K down to a tens of kHz at 10 K. The exceptionally broad temperature range and time scale where different spin dynamics coexist may result from the metastable character and invar-like band structure of MnGe. We derive here the method used for computing the local field at the muon site (adapted from Refs. [42] [43] [44] .
The dipolar field created by an assembly of magnetic moments m i at the muon site can be calculated through:
where r i = R i − R µ is the vector connecting the i th magnetic moment and the muon. For a helicoidal magnetic structure, m i reads:
where m ord is the staggered moment, a and b being orthogonal unit vectors in the plane perpendicular to the propagation vector k of the spin helix. The sign ± allows for choosing between left-or right-handed spin spirals. In the cubic basis, a = (1, 0, 0), b = (0, 1, 0) and k = (0, 0, 2πζ a ), with ζ the index of the (incommensurate) magnetic structure and a the cubic lattice constant. The phase term ϕ i in Eq. A2 reads
where R ref is the position of a reference magnetic ion (i.e. for which α = 0). Thus, the cosine and sine terms in A2 can be rewritten owing to trigonometric identities:
Owing to the fact that we are dealing with an incommensurate structure, one can replace the argument k·R µ by the continuous variable δ, taking all values between 0 and 2π. The dipolar field at the muon site eventually reads:
The advantage in using this form is that the lattice sums C dip and S dip in Eq. A4 need to be computed only once. A direct numerical application will converge to better than 0.1% within a sphere containing more than ≃ 10 5 unit cells, or even faster by making use of Ewald's summation method.
For computing the contact field, we make use of Eq. 6 from main text. Using Eq. A2 for describing the magnetic moments of the three Mn ions nearest neighbors of the muon (see also Tab. I), we end up with a similar expression as Eq. A5, namely B cont (R µ ) = (C cont · cos δ + S cont · sin δ) ,
with
where A cont is the contact coupling constant. The sums in Eq. A7 run over the N Mn ions, nearest neighbors of the muon. In the case of MnGe, where both muons and Mn ions are sitting on the 4a site of the space group P2 1 3, N = 3.
Note that A cont is given in T.µ The (total) local field will finally be obtained as
A8) Note that for our numerical calculations, we have sampled 10
